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About This Game

The world is in dire need of a hero…

Such a shame it’ll have to settle for less.

Follow Alvar, Landric, and Valerie as they
successfully fail their way to restoring a
fallen dragon to her former self in hopes

of stopping another dragon-god from
obliterating mankind.

Features:

* No Random Encounters
* Dungeon Puzzles

* 100+ Abilities to Find and Master
* Minimal Level Grinding Required

* Easily Swap Ability Sets by Changing Equipment.
* In-game Tutorial for RPG Newbies
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I enjoy this game quite a bit. I've always liked Breakout style games for their gameplay, but have never been that crazy about
them. This game, I really do enjoy though, and I think it was the Castlevania-esque style that sold me over. The power ups are
all really cool, and unique. The game has a lot of replay value, I have over 7 hours, and I've yet to get all the endings and
collectibles. The story and odd sense of humor are definitely hit or miss, but I personally am a fan of it. It's very reminiscent of
the early days of PC game writing, where you can tell the devs didn't really care too much, and where just trying to have some
fun with it. It's one of those things, where you can't take it too seriously. Overall, I would most definitely recommend this game..
Overall: fairly simple, plenty of fun choices and cool moments when your tactical use of skills pays off.

In Dark Quest 2 you take a party of heroes through a series of dungeons, each made up of a series of rooms, and slaughter lots
of nasty monsters in turn-based combat. There are a nice variety of encounters, twice as many heroes available as you can
generally take into a dungeon so you can choose your party composition, and a bunch of items and potions to customise your
heroes for different strategies. Each hero also has a selection of useful skills learned using a shared resource for additional
choice. Shoutout to my Barbarian who failed his 80% courage test every single time. There were a few minor annoyances\/bugs,
but nothing serious enough (on Normal difficulty anyway) to stop me recommending the game.. Perfect. It has everything you
want from this kind of game. Buy it !. Pretty good.
 Felt like it ended abruptly though but I cant wait for the 2nd chapter to come out :D. Every single test involves high energy
pellets. So logically, there are new pellet-related elements.
And they are difficult.
You will get stumped, but not for long.

There has been an attempt at story, and it is amusing to listen to the dialogue which helps lighten the atmosphere; but it's not the
sort of thing you'd write a book out of, no matter how short.
I'm not saying it's bad, but the puzzles are what this game is about.

I say get it, it'll cost you nothing, only takes up 3.33GB, it's worth it.
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It has many challenges, that you can be tested. To get the gold medals it requires alot of truck experience. How much truck
expirience do you have?. This game is no quiz, its an random clicking game. Questions are in no relation to the answer-
possibilities. Developer should use an search engine, to obtain the knowlegde, he is requesting( and acceppt the correct answers).

Positive point in this is, starting the game is enough getting the achivement to perfect game.

This games are only for achivements usefull, there is no quality, no more value. got 6 games for 1.20€, thats the maximum
worth of it. nice game but could use a few more hours of gameplay. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!

This game is not even worth 1$. it's VERY short and the whole story is so damn borring. Anyway there is nothing to do beside
reading a absolut borring text, with sometimes very bad sounds interrupted and choose something, what absolute makes no sense
the story sucks at the end anyway. Got a headache.. After playing this game for 82 minutse I have seen pretty much all there is
to see. However, those 82 minutes were some of the most fun I've had so far playing any virtual reality game. Strongly
recommended for the price.. Give me vodka. Mesmerizing experience. Looooved this series! This was such a great ending to it!.
Guns n ' Stories: Bulletproof - a dynamic VR-Western shooter, which completely and without the rest immerses players in the
atmosphere of the strange Wild West.
-Beautiful graphics
-Good soundtrack
-Plot
-Trading cards
I feel like a hero of some Hollywood action movie when I play
10/10

Dragons' Twilight II Progress Update:
Just wanted to let folks know that I have indeed been working on the next Dragons' Twilight game. I've taken your feedback and
improved many systems as well as added much more playstyle customization, achievements, original art,
cinematic/orchestration quality music, and more.

With a only a few hiccups, progress has been good so far. I expect a release to be between September and December 2019. So
please hang in there a bit longer, and I'll be sure to drop another progress update as we get closer to launch.
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